ASL Math Videos

These videos discuss many math concepts. Some are good for young learners and some are good for older students. Know of something that should be added to this list? Contact Marie Dickinson at mdickinson@doe.k12.ga.us.
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1. Math Concepts video series from AMP (many topics):
   https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL60GgJ-A96ix_5YaouxZYSPJrrGbs_H6

2. Texas School for the Deaf Math Sign Language Dictionary
   http://www.tsdvideo.org/index.php?lvl=all

3. Math Homework Help: Addition and Subtraction in ASL
   https://youtu.be/5kx2eB3uh2I


5. “Where the Wild Things Are”: Math ASL Storytelling
   https://youtu.be/76ucoPUJ7bE

6. The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Wold”: Math ASL Storytelling
   https://youtu.be/Mv3h4j_89L8

7. “Blockhead, the Life of Fibonacci”: Math ASL Storytelling
   https://youtu.be/I1-PaEUqPn4


9. Math in ASL: How to find all the Factors of a Number.
   https://youtu.be/EjA87SLnRKQ

10. South Bay math Tutor: Many videos on different topics in math. Mostly for older students.
    https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCS_sxPSNGTfpkoa5nYEt-1g


13. Sign Language | Math Facts | Add Subtract - 2, 4, 6  
https://youtu.be/54tvyLqPTvo